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Mountain climbing is a physical activity
that involves the sport of scaling

physical obstacles, usually rock or ice,
and sometimes any vertical obstacle

such as a cliff, tower, or ladder.
Climbing is not necessarily associated

with a climber's height or physical
fitness, and it can be done at any level

of physical ability and with a variety of
levels of equipment. In its broadest

sense, climbing is any activity
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performed upon a surface where a
person has to coordinate a bodyweight

or a relative movement with the
elements to get themselves over an

obstacle. Etymology The Latin word
referre is a verbal present participle
derived from the infinitive "refero"

meaning "to fix or fasten", but which
by later English lost its original sense of
"to fix to a place" and came to mean "to
climb". History Pioneers of climbing in

the U.S. include Alfred Runte of
Philadelphia who first climbed a cliff in

1858, James McCarty of Boston who
first climbed the 7,020 foot high

Flagstaff Mountain on October 24,
1884, and French-born Pierre D'Arrast
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in 1886. In 1864 Edward Whymper
climbed the Matterhorn, one of the
world's classic climbs, in the Alps.

Modern climbers also include some of
the first rock climbers who employed

bolts in their mountaineering as early as
1889. These bolts are called protection
bolts, and are placed as anchors when

climbing a route on rock or ice to
reduce the risk of a climber's falling
and sustaining injury or death. The

mountaineering ascents and first ascents
of the Seven Summits in 1890 and

1892, respectively, are often credited as
the beginning of modern

mountaineering. Notable mountains
First ascents The Seven Summits are
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the highest unclimbed mountains on
each of the seven continents. The first

mountain to be climbed to its summit is
considered to be: This is the Everest
Base Camp Trek and climb. Though

technically a base camp, it is the
starting point for all climbers intending
to reach the summit. The summit, for

the most part, is first climbed by
sherpas and guides because of the

enormous 2d92ce491b
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